Recent investigations of two-dimensional airfoil stalling characteristics have revealed low-frequency and highly unsteady ow in some cases and large-scale three-dimensional structures in other cases. The latter were referred to as "stall cells" and can form on two-dimensional con gurations where the ends of the airfoil model are ush with tunnel side walls or end plates. This paper presents results of detailed investigations of the stalling characteristics of several airfoils that exhibited both low-frequency unsteadiness and large-scale three-dimensional structures. The airfoils were wind-tunnel tested in a two-dimensional con guration. The primary measurements were spanwise wake velocity and mini-tuft ow visualization. The results showed that airfoils with trailing-edge separations at and above maximum lift (static stall) exhibited stall-cell patterns. Conversely, airfoils that had leading-edge separation bubbles that grew in size as the angle of attack was increased into stall developed the low-frequency, highly unsteady ow. This unsteadiness was found to be essentially two dimensional. Therefore, the development of either of these phenomena appears to be determined by the characteristics of the boundary-layerseparation leading up to the stall. 
Introduction
T HE stalling of airfoils is a complex uid dynamic phenomenon involving strong viscous-inviscid interaction, boundary-layer separation, and unsteady ow. There are various reports of unsteadiness associated with airfoil stall in the technical literature. One study in particular describes a low-frequency, large-scale unsteady ow. Zaman et al. 1 performeda detailedinvestigationinto this naturally occurring, quasi-periodic phenomenon. The ow oscillation frequencies measured in the airfoil wake were nondimensionalized using the freestream velocity and the airfoil projected height (c sin ®). The resulting Strouhal numbers were on the order of 0.02, approximately10 times lower than those associatedwith bluff-body shedding or a von Kármán vortex street. This low-frequency oscillation occurred in the range of static stall, or maximum lift, from ® ¼ 14:5 to 16.5 deg and involved a quasi-periodicswitching of the ow between stalled and unstalledconditions.This resulted in largeamplitude force uctuations, up to 50% of the mean lift coef cient at 15-deg angle of attack. Curiously, this low-frequency oscillation completely diminished as the angle of attack was increased, with bluff-body shedding frequencies (i.e., Sr ¼ 0:2) being measured at ® D 18 deg.
Research into this low-frequency oscillation on the LRN-1007 airfoil was subsequently performed by others, 2 7 and the features of the unsteady phenomenon are well known. The study of Zaman et al. 1 was conducted for Reynolds numbers less than 1 £ 10 5 , and Bragg et al. 5 extended this range up to 12:5 £ 10 5 and measured the oscillation frequency at 12 angles of attack from 14.4 to 16.6 deg. The Strouhal number varied from 0.017 to 0.30 and had very little dependence on Reynolds number but had a very strong dependence on angle of attack. In the same paper Bragg et al. 5 also provided surface oil-ow visualization results obtained for the LRN-1007 airfoil prior to the onset of the unsteady ow. There was a leadingedge separation bubble that grew in size on the upper surface as the angle of attack was increased. The data also showed that there was signi cant boundary-layer separation from a point downstream of the separation bubble reattachment. The photographs of this ow visualization revealed that these features were uniform across the span of the airfoilmodel. 4 However, the oil-ow visualizationresults were essentially time-averaged.The separation bubble was found to play a key role in the oscillation,as its elimination(with a boundarylayer trip) caused the low-frequency oscillation to vanish. 4;5 The role of the separationbubbleand turbulentboundary-layer(or trailing-edge) separation was investigatedin more detail by Broeren and Bragg. 7 They performed LDV (laser Doppler velocimeter) measurements on the LRN-1007 airfoil upper surface for ® D 15 deg and Re D 3 £ 10 5 . The authors were able to conditionally average the time-dependent velocity data using the wake velocity as the synchronization source because the naturally occurring ow oscillation was nearly periodic for this case. The result was a quantitative description of the upper surface ow eld over an averaged oscillation cycle. The data showed the development and growth of a leading-edge separation bubble that merged with the turbulent boundary-layerseparation causing a completely separated or stalled condition. Although this study revealed key information about the low-frequency oscillation, the LDV measurements were only performed for a single two-dimensional plane at the model midspan. Therefore, no informationabout the spanwise,or three-dimensional, character was obtained. This may be an important factor as other studies have documented large-scale three-dimensional features in the ow elds of stalled airfoils.
There has been a signi cant amount of research focused on three-dimensional structures known as stall cells. These mushroom-shapedpatterns form from strong recirculating ows on stalled airfoil models and wings. Winkelmann and Barlow 8 noted that the stall cells formed on both two-dimensionalmodels where the ends of the model are ush with tunnel side walls or splitter plates and on plane rectangular wings of nite aspect ratio. The stall cells began to form as the angle of attack was increased into maximum lift and existed on the surface several degrees above the stalling angle of attack. The authors sketched a tentative ow eld model showing the general features of a leading-edge separation bubble and trailing-edge separation. These features are qualitatively similar to that just described for the LRN-1007 airfoil operating near stall. The authors pointed out that this ow eld was probably unsteady in nature, but their oil-ow visualization method produced only time-averaged results. Winkelmann 9 measured the uctuating velocity spectra in the wake of a rectangular wing model, and his results did not show any evidence of low-frequency components.
The unsteady features of stall cells were later addressed by Yon and Katz, 10 who used ne-thread tuft-ow visualization and highfrequency response pressure transducers for measurements on a NACA 0015 airfoil model of variable aspect ratio. The variable aspect ratio model was equipped with end plates that effectively eliminated the tip ow resulting in essentially a two-dimensional con guration. The authors discovered that certain aspect ratios resulted in noninteger numbers of stall cells that were characteristically unsteady. The power spectra of their unsteady pressure measurements showed evidence of low frequencies on the same order as those measured for the LRN-1007 airfoil. However, the intensity of this unsteadiness was apparently not as severe. In this case maximum lift (or stall) occurred at approximately 16 deg, with the stall-cell patterns being visible in the range of 17-to 19-deg angle of attack.
The objective of the present paper is to show that there is a fundamental difference in the stalling character of airfoils exhibiting three-dimensional ow eld variations vs airfoils exhibiting lowfrequency unsteady ow. That is, it will be shown that the lowfrequency oscillation as described for the LRN-1007 airfoil is essentially two-dimensional. The role of the stall-cell structures in steady-stall cases is also addressed. The unsteady ow described for the LRN-1007 airfoil is not an anomaly and is shown to occur for other airfoils. Several experimental methods were employed to accomplish these objectives. Spanwise velocity measurements were carried out using a traversableprobe in the airfoil wake. These quantitative measurements were supplemented with mini-tuft surface ow visualization data. A novel method of conditionally averaging the mini-tuft data was developed to facilitate analysis of the unsteady stall cases.
Experimental Methods
All experiments were carried out at the University of Illinois Subsonic Aerodynamics Laboratory using the low-speed, lowturbulence wind tunnel. The general experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1 . The 12-in. (30.48-cm) chord wind-tunnel models spanned the test sectionvertically,a distance of 33.63 in. (85.42 cm). The width of the test section was 48 in. (122 cm) so that this model orientation minimized the blockage and facilitated ow visualization because photographs were taken from the side. All data were acquiredat a Reynoldsnumber of 3 £ 10 5 becausethis corresponded to previous measurements. 6 A traversable hot-lm probe was used to measure the wake velocityat 15 spanwise stations:one at midspan and seven stations above and below midspan. The probe location in the wake also correspondedto the locationused for the conditionally averaged LDV measurements. 6;7 The use of the terms "above" and "below" are convenient to use given the vertical orientation of the model but should not be taken literally because this model orientation is arbitrary. Several pieces of information were gleaned from the wake-velocity data. The power spectra were obtained using a dynamic signal analyzer, and the Strouhal numbers were computed. The mean and rms of the uctuating velocity voltage were also computed.
A rigorous uncertainty analysis was carried out using the methods of Kline and so only the voltages are reported here. These voltages were acquired using a 16-bit analog-to-digitalconversion board that had a rated accuracyof §0.76 ¹V. Because the wake voltageswere on the order of unity, the relative uncertaintywas nearly 0%. The quantization error was 0.153 mV; however, the mean and rms voltage were suf ciently resolved through the acquisition of 30,000 samples. The Strouhal number was computed from the frequency spectrum, the angle of attack, the airfoil chord, and the freestream velocity. The absolute uncertaintyin angle of attack was §0.05 deg. This and the uncertainties in the other quantities ( f; U 1 ) led to a relative uncertainty in the Strouhal number of §2.5%. More details regarding the uncertainty analysis can be found in Broeren. 13 In addition to the wake-velocity measurements, ow visualization was performed using uorescent mini-tufts. 14 The mini-tufts consisted of 0.002-in.(0.05-m)-diam mono lament nylon that were dyed uorescent. This caused the tufts to uoresce under UV illumination. The small size of the tufts limited their effect on the boundary-layer ow and provided excellent frequency response for the unsteady cases. The tufts were able to capture the key features of the unsteady ow elds over stalled airfoils. Although detailed boundary-layerinformation was not obtainable, general patterns of separation and reattachment were recognizable. The tufts were applied to the entire model surface so that spanwise variations in these features could also be ascertained. The mini-tuft ow visualization data were processed in a rather unique way to yield information about the spanwise variation of the ow eld near the surface of the airfoil. The hot-lm sensor, positioned at midspan, was used as a synchronizationsignal for the acquisition of mini-tuft photography. That is, a computer algorithm sampled the wake-velocity voltage signal and triggered the shutter of a camera at designated points during each oscillation of the ow. This was not only possible, but quite effective, because the unsteadiness was very nearly periodic. The photographs were ordered and sorted into time slots (or bins) There were 15 chordwise rows of mini-tufts on the model, placed at spanwise locations coincident with the wake-velocity measurements just described. Each row in each photograph was analyzed to determine the approximate locations of ow eld features such as separation bubble reattachment or boundary-layer separation. The estimateduncertaintyin determiningboundary-layerseparationfeatures in the mini-tuft patterns was §10% chord, or less, and §5% chord for bubble reattachment locations. The chordwise locations of these features were tabulated and then averaged with the data from the other photographs in each of their respective time slots. This method produced information about the unsteady ow eld averaged over an oscillation cycle.
A total of ve airfoils were tested in this study and are shown in Fig. 2 along with their correspondingthickness and camber. The airfoils encompassed a broad range of stall behavior and were selected to illustrate the differences in the stalling behavior. More details regarding the experimental methods, data reduction, and uncertainty can be found in Broeren.
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Results
Review of Time-Dependent Lift Data
Time-dependentlift data were acquired for several airfoils having different stalling characteristics,and these results are presented and discussed by Broeren and Bragg. 15; 16 Five of these airfoils were selected for more detailed study and are consideredhere. The mean lift coef cient C l and rms of the uctuating lift C 0 l;rms data are presented in Fig. 3 . Of particular interest here is the stalling behavior of these airfoils. The heavy vertical lines near stall in each plot indicate the range for which the salient ow eld features were observed.For the Ultra-Sport and NACA 2414 airfoils, stall-cell structures, similar to those just described, were observed over the indicated range. For the NACA 64A010, E374, and LRN-1007 airfoils, stall cells were not observed; instead low-frequency unsteady ow characterized the stall. The remainder of this paper presents the major differences in these ow elds and intends to show that they exist exclusively, that is, they do not appear to coexist.
Before presenting these arguments in detail, some discussion of the airfoil data in Fig. 3 is warranted. These ve airfoils represent four different stall types. Time-averaged stalling characteristicscan be divided into three fundamentaltypes based upon the ow eld development leading up to the stall. It is common for airfoils to exhibit a combinationof these features,thus resultingin more than the three basic types. McCullough and Gault 17 performed systematic testing and formulated the present de nitions and understanding of airfoil stall type. The Ultra-Sport airfoil (Fig. 3a) had a classic trailing-edge stall type. That is, the boundary-layerseparation location gradually moved forward on the airfoilas the angle of attackwas increasedinto stall. The NACA 2414 airfoil had characteristicsof the leading-edge stall type. In this case the stall occurred as a result of abrupt ow separation from the leading edge, without subsequentreattachment. The result was a discontinuous loss of lift as illustrated in Fig. 3b . For this stall type a small laminar separation bubble formed near the leading edge, and the "abrupt" ow separation likely resulted from the "bursting" of this bubble. This airfoil also exhibited aerodynamic hysteresis as the mean lift was not fully recovered until the angle of attack was decreased below stall. This lift hysteresis is fairly well known (e.g., see Ref. 18) , and the present data reveal a similar trend in the uctuating lift C 0 l;rms . The third basic stall type is thin-airfoil stall. This stall type is characterized by boundary-layer separation from the leading edge with reattachment (a separation bubble) at a point that moves progressively aft on the airfoil upper surface as the angle of attack is increased into stall. The effect of this large bubble is shown in Fig. 3c for the NACA 64A010 airfoil.There was a distinct reduction in the lift curve slope near ® D 4 deg associated with the growth of the leading-edge bubble. The gradual stall, at fairly low lift coef cients, is also a hallmark of the thin-airfoil stall type. The remaining two airfoils, the LRN-1007 and the E374, represent a combination of both the thin-airfoil and trailing-edge stall types. That is, both airfoil ow elds exhibited a leading-edge separationbubble that increased in size with angle of attack (characteristic of thin-airfoil stall) and trailing-edge separation that moved forward with increasing angle of attack (characteristic of trailingedge stall). The relative magnitudes of ow unsteadiness is also revealed in the rms lift variation. The C 0 l;rms levels at maximum lift for the Ultra-Sport and NACA 2414 (increasing ®) are very low and increase as the angle of attack increases. In contrast, the C 0 l;rms for the other airfoils reaches a peak nearly coincident with maximum mean lift, then decreases as the angle of attack increases. Although low-frequency unsteady ow was observed for both the thin-airfoil and combination thin-airfoil and trailing-edge stall types, it was much more pronouncedand periodic for the latter combination stall type.
Spanwise Flow eld Data
As just described, the Ultra-Sport airfoil exhibited characteristics of trailing-edge stall, where the turbulent boundary-layer separation point moved forward on the airfoil as the angle of attack was increased into stall. The extent of boundary-layer separation is illustrated in Fig. 4 at ® D 10 deg, the stalling angle of attack. The orientation of the tufts in the photograph revealed that there was more boundary-layer separation above the midspan location as indicated by the tufts that failed to align themselves in the streamwise direction. In contrast, there were several rows below midspan that indicated separation locations much closer to the trailing edge. The last few tuft rows, near the bottom of the model, showed increased separation.The ow directionis oppositeof the standardconvention as a result of the orientationof the wind-tunnelfacility. Photographs taken at ® D 13 and 16 deg revealed that the extent of separated ow progressed toward the leading edge. Any ow unsteadiness in this angle-of-attack region was weak and broadband.
A quantitativeanalysis of the informationfrom the mini-tuft visualizationswas performed by determiningthe boundary-layerseparation location for each of the 15 tuft rows. This could be estimated to within x=c D §0:10 or better because the tufts were appliedin increments of 10% chord.The resultof this processis also shown in Fig. 4 . The vertical axis of the plot represents the model span; with the midspan location at y=b D 0:0, the top of the model is at y=b D 0:5, and the bottom of the model is at y=b D 0:5 so that the vertical coordinate of each data point represents the spanwise location of the tuft rows. The horizontal axis is the chordwise location of the boundary-layerfeature of interest, which is the boundary-layerseparation location in this case. The x axis is reversed from that shown in the photographas the leading edge at x=c D 0:0 is now in its usual position on the left. This means that the ow direction implied on the plot is from left to right, opposite that shown in the photograph. The vertical or spanwise directionremains the same. The decisionto reverse the x axis was not a deliberate attempt to confuse the reader, but to standardize the plots. The aspect ratio of the plot is identical to the wind-tunnel models, where b=c D 33:63=12:00 D 2:8. The wake-velocity measurements provided more quantitative results to con rm the spanwise ow eld variations observed in the mini-tuft data. The mean and rms wake-velocity voltages for the Ultra-Sport airfoil are plotted in Fig. 5 for ® D 10, 13, and 16 deg. Considering the data for ® D 10 deg, the mean velocity showed a defect centered at approximately y=b D 0:20, which coincided with the region of largest boundary-layer separation (cf. Fig. 4) . Conversely, the mean wake velocity was larger and more uniform for the region of least boundary-layer separation in the general range of 0:10 < y=b < 0:30. These results were complementary because increased boundary-layer separation would lead to a larger wake and hence a larger velocity defect. The rms velocities were also consistent, as there was a minimum at the spanwise location corresponding to the region of the least boundary-layer separation. The mean velocity data for ® D 13 and 16 deg indicated increased spanwise variation in the ow eld. The large velocity defects for these two cases suggested that the wake became larger as the angle of attack was increased, consistent with boundary-layer separation moving forward on the airfoil. These large spanwise variations indicated that stall-cell structures likely existed on the surface. This is revisited again in the Discussion.
The leading-edge stall-type airfoils were represented by the NACA 2414 as this airfoil clearly exhibited the chief characteristics of this stall type. The mini-tuft ow visualization data, summarized in Fig. 6 , were similar to the Ultra-Sport data. There was a larger extent of separated ow above midspan than below, for ® D 15 and 16 deg. For ® D 17 deg the boundarylayer was completelyseparated from near the leading edge, and this involved a rapid transition from an unstalled condition. Recall that the key characteristicof this stall type was the leading-edgeseparationbubblethat was thoughtto have "burst," thus leading to the discontinuous loss of lift (cf. Fig. 3b) . The separation bubble was observed in previous surface oil-ow visualizations 13 but could not be observed in the mini-tufts because the reattachment location was upstream of the rst row of tufts at x=c D 0:10. This abrupt stall was observed while recording the present data. The freestream velocity was set to achieve a Reynolds number of 3 £ 10 5 , and the angle of attack was slowly increased from 0 to 17 deg. The ow on the upper surface remained unstalled at ® D 17 deg for approximately 30 s, then became instantly separated and fully stalled. The lift curve for the NACA 2414 airfoil exhibits aerodynamic hysteresis about C l;max , and it is important to distinguish between increasing angles of attack and decreasing angles of attack. For the purposes of this paper, any angle of attack mentioned in connection with the NACA 2414 airfoil should be taken as one increased from a lesser value, unless stated otherwise.
The wake-velocity data showed spanwise variations corresponding to those shown in the mini-tuft data. Although the data presented for the NACA 2414 and Ultra-Sportairfoils are complementary,they deeply contrast the following results for the remaining airfoils.
The thin-airfoil stall-type category is represented by the NACA 64A010 airfoil. The data presented in this case are slightly different from the data already presented in that the mini-tuft and spanwise velocity results are not shown for analogousangles of attackbecause this airfoil exhibitedlow-frequencyunsteady ow uctuationsin the range of 8:7 < ® < 10:2 deg, with maximum lift occurring at about 10.1 deg. The mini-tuftimages were dif cult to interpretin this range owing to the unsteady ow; therefore, these data are for angles of attack leading up the onset of the unsteadiness. On the other hand, the wake-velocity data were acquired for angles of attack beginning at C l;max and continuing up to the onset of bluff-body shedding.
The key ow eld featureprecedingthe stall of the NACA 64A010 was the leading-edge separation bubble that grew in size on the airfoil upper surface with increasing angle of attack. The separation bubble reattachment locations determined from the mini-tuft data are shown in Fig. 7 . The data reveal how rapidly the separation bubble grew in size from a reattachment at x=c ¼ 0:15 for ® D 7:4 deg to reattachment at x=c ¼ 0:50 for ® D 8:4 deg. There was signi cant variation in the reattachmentlocation across the span at ® D 8:4 deg. Unsteady ow in the reattachment region impeded interpretationof the tuft orientations. The poor chordwise resolution of the tufts also added to this dif culty. In spite of this, the reattachment locations, when averaged across the span, compared very well to previous surface-oil ow visualization results. 13 Finally, the mini-tuft data con rmed previous surface-oil ow results that showed very little turbulent boundary-layer separation downstream of the bubble reattachment.
Spanwise wake-velocity data were collected for angles of attack beginning near C l;max at ® D 10 deg and continued into the onset of bluff-body shedding at ® D 15 deg. The mean and rms velocity voltages for these cases are shown in Fig. 8 . Unlike some of the preceding results, these data exhibited more spanwise uniformity. The mean velocities for ® D 12 and 13 deg showed some retarded ow above the midspan (that was not present later), but the variation was much less than that already observed for the Ultra-Sport and NACA 2414 airfoils. The bluff-body shedding case at ® D 15 deg, was very uniform in both the mean and rms velocity, consistent with previous data. 13 The mini-tuft images for ® D 10-13 deg (not shown here) indicated separated ow from the leading edge, which was expected since the airfoil was stalled at these angles of attack.
A key objective of this study was to determine whether the lowfrequency ow oscillation occurring on the LRN-1007 airfoil was essentially a two-dimensional phenomenon, or whether there was large spanwise variation in the unsteady ow eld. Spanwise wakevelocity data indicated good uniformity in terms of integratedquantities. For example, Fig. 9 shows the variation in the Strouhal number and power spectra amplitude across the wake for three angles of attack in the low-frequencyoscillation range. The Strouhal number was based upon the frequency at the midpoint of the 3 dB bandwidth of the fundamental spectral peak, and the peak amplitude corresponds to the 3 dB level. The Strouhal number was essentially constant across the span, indicating that the fundamental frequency of the oscillation did not vary in this direction. The increasing Strouhal number with angle-of-attack trend was identied in earlier studies (e.g., Ref. 5) and are in agreement with the present data. The peak amplitude decreased signi cantly toward the ends of the model. The unsteady ow at each end of the model was likely attenuated by the presence of the tunnel walls. However, the reduction in amplitude across the span was essentially symmetric from midspan.
Similar trends were observed in the wake-velocityvoltage and its rms value (see Fig. 10 ). The mean velocity voltage near the ends of the model was slightly higher than values near the model midspan, likely indicating that the wake was slightly larger at this location (midspan). As expected, the rms values behaved analogously to the peak amplitude variation from Fig. 9 . Because the rms voltage was related to the integrated power spectrum amplitude, the similar variation indicated the large contribution of the low-frequency oscillation to the total rms. These trends in the wake-velocitydata contrast with the spanwise variation observed for the previous Ultra-Sport and NACA 2414 airfoils.
The conditionally averaged mini-tuft ow visualization results were consistent with the wake-velocity measurements. Figure 11 shows the boundary-layer separation location at various times (or phase angles, Á) in the conditionallyaveraged oscillation cycle. The data shown are for ® D 15 deg because it had the largest amplitude (cf. Fig. 9 ) and con rmed that the low-frequency oscillation was most intense near this angle of attack. For each point in the cycle, the boundary-layerseparation location was essentially uniform across the span. airfoil. The data in Fig. 12 show that the bubble reattachment location progressed downstream with time during the cycle, reaching x=c ¼ 0:35 for Á D 229:2 deg. This case also corresponds to the farthest downstreamlocation of the boundary-layerseparationlocation in Fig. 11 . This complex time-dependent ow eld behavior is considered in more detail in the Discussion.For now, the key conclusion is that the unsteady ow was two-dimensional in the conditionally averaged mean of the fundamental oscillation.
Discussion
Three-Dimensional Structures
The spanwise variation observed for the stalled ow elds on the Ultra-Sport and NACA 2414 airfoils bore strong similaritiesto stallcell structures. The work of Winkelmann and Barlow 8 showed that multiple stall cells can occur on three-dimensional models and that the number of stall cells is proportional to the model aspect ratio. In a later study, Yon and Katz 10 used ne-thread-tuft ow visualization on models of variable aspect ratio to further investigate this relationship as well as the unsteady characteristics on the stall-cell patterns. Their model con guration was different in that the ends of the model were tted with end plates that effectively eliminated the tip ow resulting in more of a two-dimensional con guration. Again, the number of stall cells increased with aspect ratio. However, this trend was offset from the Winkelmann and Barlow 8 data. Yon and Katz 10 attributed the offset to the difference in model end conditions.The latter data are also noteworthy because they showed non-integernumbersof stall cells. For an aspectratio of 3.0, the number of stall cells was about 1.4. This aspect ratio was very similar to the value of 2.8 for the airfoil models used in the present study.
There were a number of other similarities between the present experiments and those of Yon and Katz. 10 First, for the latter case, the airfoil was a NACA 0015 section and the Reynolds number was 6:2 £ 10 5 . The stall-cell patterns were observed over an angle of attack range from 17 to 19 deg, with ® stall D 16 deg. The authors noted that boundary-layer (trailing-edge) separation was evident approaching ® stall prior to the formation of the stall cells. The symmetric NACA 0015 airfoil is a 15% thick section and at a Reynolds number of 6:2 £ 10 5 it probably exhibited similar characteristics similar to the 14% thick (cambered) NACA 2414 airfoil and the 18% thick Ultra-Sport airfoil, tested at a Reynolds number of 3 £ 10 5 . This means that the stall type was probably some combination of trailing-edge and leading-edge stall. The lift data presented in their paper generally con rm this assertion. Another common feature was that all of these airfoils exhibited turbulent boundary-layer (or trailing-edge) separation as the angle of attack was increased to maximum lift.
Based on these comparisons,it is not surprisingthat the ow elds containedsimilar characteristics.This is illustratedin Fig. 13 , which shows mini-tuft photographs of the Ultra-Sport airfoil at ® D 11 deg and the NACA 2414 airfoil at ® D 16 deg. These data were for angles of attack that were about one degree higher than ® stall . The separation lines sketched on the photos compared favorably with the sketches shown in Yon 19 for the NACA 0015 airfoil at ® D 17 deg (e.g., Fig. 2.10 ) . All of the frames showed this noninteger number (approximately 1.4 -1.5) of stall-cell patterns. The only substantial difference between the present airfoils and the NACA 0015 is that the boundary-layer separation in the middle of the main stall cell did not extend to the leading edge for the present airfoils.
Yon 19 and Yon and Katz 10 found the noninteger number of stall cells to be "inherently dynamic." That is, the whole stall cell and partial stall cell would intermittently switch places. However, no such behaviorwas observedin the present tests. The steady stall-cell patterns observed in the present data were con rmed in the wakevelocity data. As noted earlier, the mean velocity was a minimum at the same spanwise location where the boundary-layerseparation was a maximum. This was caused by the local enlargement of the wake caused by the stall cell. The combined results of the present data, Yon and Katz, Winkelmann and Barlow, etc., suggest that the stall-cell phenomenon may be related to stall type. A common trend through all of these studies is that they all involved airfoils with trailing-edge or leading-edge stall types or some combination of the two. The present data indicate that the stall behavior for the thin-airfoiland combinationthin-airfoil/trailing-edgestall types was fundamentally different.
Yon and Katz 10 performed time-dependent pressure measurements on the airfoil upper surface using a chordwise row of ve high-frequency response pressure transducers. In some cases they recorded frequency components in the uctuating pressure spectra that converted to Strouhal numbers on the order of 0.040-0.060. These frequencies were only observed when the stall cells were present-for angles of attack greater than ® stall . Because of the low values of the Strouhal number, the authors compared their measurements to the low-frequency oscillation of Zaman et al. 1 However, it is clear that these are two different phenomena.The low frequencies measured by Yon and Katz 10 were very low in amplitude, not readily observable in the tuft movement and occurred for angles of attack above maximum lift. In contrast, the low-frequencyunsteadinessin the present data was very large in amplitude, clearly observable in the mini-tufts and occurred for angles of attack leading up to and includingmaximum lift, but generally not above maximum lift. Further, the phase-averagedmini-tuft data and spanwise wake-velocity data showed that the low-frequency ow eld oscillation was primarily two-dimensional in character, markedly different from the stall-cell phenomenon.
Yon and Katz 10 did not suggest that the unsteadiness observed in their stall-cell patterns was identical to the low-frequency oscillation documented by Zaman et al. 1 and the present data. Instead, they speculated that this frequency was associated with large-amplitude motions of the separated shear layer, noted for other cases as shearlayer apping (e.g., see Driver et al. 20 ) . It is quite possible that their speculation was indeed correct. Balow 4 suggested that shear-layer apping was related to the origin of the low-frequencyoscillationon the LRN-1007 airfoil. Bragg et al. 5 further speculated that the lowfrequency oscillation was symptomatic of a resonance, completed with a "feedback loop" that caused the low-frequency apping to "lock on" at the low frequency, thus resulting in the quasi-periodic, large-amplitude, stalling, and unstalling behavior. Given these observations, it is possible that the low-frequency measurements of Yon and Katz 10 were related to a shear-layer apping instability, but the stall cell dominated the ow eld and provided no feedback loop to complete or to lock on this low-frequency uctuation. Thus, no large-amplitude uctuations were observed.
The combined results of these investigationssuggest that airfoils with trailing-edgeseparationsat and above maximum lift contained these stall-cell patterns, which did not result in the low-frequency oscillation. The present data indicate that these airfoils were of the trailing-edge, leading-edge, and their combination stall-type categories. The airfoils that had leading-edgeseparation bubbles,which grew in size on the upper surface as the angle of attack was increased into stall, exhibited more two-dimensional ow eld characteristics and low-frequency oscillations. In the combination thinairfoil/trailing-edge stall case the low-frequency oscillations were very well de ned.
More on the Low-Frequency Oscillation
The low-frequency oscillation that occurs during the static stall of the LRN-1007 has been partially illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12 . A more complete description of this complex ow eld is provided in Refs. 6 and 7. However, a brief synopsis of these ndings is offered here so that the signi cance of Figs. 11 and 12 can be fully exploited. The LDV measurements from Refs. 6 and 7 provided a quantitative distribution of the streamwise velocity on the LRN-1007 airfoil upper surface conditionally averaged over one oscillation cycle. A time-dependent surface ow eld map is depicted in Fig. 14 . The mapping shows the boundary-layer state over the duration of the conditionally averaged cycle. The phase angle Á is used to represent the time during the cycle and is identical to the Á given in Figs. 11 and 12 . The chordwise separation and reattachment locations were obtainedfrom the velocity pro les by extrapolatingthem to the airfoil surface. Because the ow oscillation is essentially periodic, the starting point was arbitrary and chosen to be Á D 15 deg. Although the previous LDV measurements provided excellent details about the unsteady ow, the velocity eld was only measured in a single plane at model midspan. The signi cance of Figs. 11 and 12 is that they show identical trends to the LDV results and further reveal that the unsteady ow is essentially uniform over the entire span of the model. Not only do the mini-tuft ow visualization results indicate the proper trends, but the absolute values compare favorablyas well. For the followingcomparisonsthe phase-averaged bubble reattachment and boundary-layer separation locations were averaged over the middle 1 3 of the span, i.e., 0:167 < y=b < 0:167. This interval included data from the midspan mini-tuft row and the rst two rows above and below midspan. The average bubble reattachment and boundary-layer separation locations were plotted as a function of phase angle in Fig. 15 . This plot is similar to Fig. 14, without (for ® D 15 deg), when the bubble reattachment point merged with the boundary-layer separation point. A key to this scenario was that the boundary-layerseparation location gradually moved downstream until Á D 225 deg, then reversed direction and began moving forward, ultimately merging with the downstream moving bubble reattachment. Similar behavior is shown in Fig. 15 for ® D 14 deg, as the boundary-layer separation reached a maximum downstream location of about x=c D 0:88 at Á ¼ 215 deg, then decreased as the bubble continued to grow in size. The data for ® D 16 deg shows that the bubble was rst observed earlier in the oscillation cycle at about Á D 90 deg. However, the bubble did not grow to be as large as in the other cases before the mini-tuft data became uninterpretable. This suggests that the ow eld completely separated earlier in the phase-averaged cycle than at the lower angles of attack.
The unsteady behavior of all of the combination thin-airfoil/ trailing-edge stall airfoils tested was found to be very similar. In particular, the E374 airfoil was singled out as having nearly identical unsteady characteristics to the LRN-1007 airfoil. The combined results of the phase-averagedmini-tuft data and the spanwise wake-velocity measurements showed that the low-frequency oscillation was essentially two-dimensional in character on the model surface. Although not explicitly shown here, nearly the same level of spanwise uniformity shown for the LRN-1007 airfoil (Figs. 9-12 ) was also exhibited by the E374 airfoil, and these data are given by Broeren.
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The complementary spanwise-average data for the E374 airfoil (Fig. 16 ) also showed analogous trends. For this airfoil the separation bubbles were about the same size for both angles of attack. curred well after the rst appearance of the bubble. The data in Fig. 16 show that the separation bubble was visible on the surface from Á D 155 to 225 deg, which was about 28% of the 360-deg cycle. These data provide even more conclusive evidence that the unsteady ow elds for these two different airfoils were fundamentally identical.This further implies that this low-frequencyunsteadiness may be a general phenomenon that occurs for airfoils classi ed as having a combination thin-airfoil/trailing-edge stall. Even more importantly, it is key ow eld features preceding stall, such as the growing leading-edge separation bubble in tandem with the turbulent boundary-layerseparation, that apparently lead to the unsteady ow. Therefore, it is likely that any airfoil exhibiting these features will be characterized by the unsteady stall.
Summary
Several airfoilshaving differentstalling characteristicswere studied to better understand the unsteady and three-dimensional oweld variationsgoverning the stall. The airfoils were tested in a twodimensional con guration where the ends of the models were ush with the wind-tunnel side walls. Wake-velocity measurements and surface mini-tuft ow visualization were carried out at a Reynolds number of 3 £ 10 5 . The results showed that the stall of airfoils having trailing-edge separation leading up to the stall was characterized by large-scale spanwise structures similar to stall cells. The stall cells were observed on the airfoil upper surface for angles of attack at or above stall (maximum lift) and were generally steady. Conversely, the stall of airfoils having a thin-airfoil or combination thin-airfoil and trailing-edge stall type, where a leading-edge separation bubble grows in size leading up to the stall, was governed by low-frequency unsteady ow. This unsteady ow generally occurred prior to and including the mean maximum lift region. The ow eld was found to be two-dimensionalin the conditionallyaveraged mean of the oscillation,with no evidenceof stall cell formation. Therefore, these appear to be exclusive phenomena that are determined by the boundary-layer separation characteristics leading up to the stall, which depend on the airfoil geometry (i.e., the pressure distribution).
